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ABSTRACT '
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4

e Community integratiot, print mass, electronic mass and quasi-mass media

use are employed in a model that predicts two types of po litical activity:

,
voting and other political participa tion. A causal model is developed that

.
relates these variables' and relevant demographid pr tors. Using a LISREL

(Linear Structural RelatiOni). program for a maximum-likelihood analytis the

results show that: length of residence, elucation, print mass and quasi-mass

media use as positive predictors o voting; electrbnic mass use is a negative

0; predictor of voting; print mass

positive predictors of, politic

mass and community Integration are

quasi-mass use are posiptivecpred

predictor of community integrati

atibn;zand le th of residence and

nigwhile electro cimais is a negative

.
. .. ,

.

The results suggest: - 1) 'social activity that involves more personal
4 1 *

-----..
commitment, requires the use of communication that allows for more.personal

`Involvement Ini 2) continued explowion df these relatiols with an eye

tpwardmore precise measurement as well as expansion of the model to include

inteirpersonaldia and other types of political activity.'
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INTRODUCTION

A(

BefbTe one can discuss the effects of community integration or communica-

t±on--or any variable, for that matteron political activity one must realize

that such effects do not take place in a vacuum. "Community" is a social system

(See: Gusfield, 1975; Bernard, 1973; Parsons, 1960; Doolittle & MacDonald, 1978)

which affects and is affected by a myriad of other social structures and'Oro-
,

'cesses. Thus, a model of the effects of community _integration should take into

. account other relevant variables as well as employ an analysis technique that

allows for the decomposition of simultaditous Ad indirect effects of variables

within such a model.

The importance of a study of the effects,of community on,political activity

is pointed out by Gusfield (1975): communities ai systems represent communal

Nk
action; they-can overcome differences among heterogeneous people and provide

the impetus for group political action. (p. 75). But the development of

-community requires socill networks, and the key to the development of social

networks is effective communication systems K.Gusfieid, 1975, p. 206; Scheter,

19724. 104): Although Communication is essential, community research scholars

differ -on whether the use of mess media erode (Bernard, 1973, p. 181) or sh6re

Up (Scherer, 1972, p. 104) he community,- and they have yet to do'khe empirical

comparisons to'test their propositions./ Therefore,. this paper will deVelop
.

and test a model that posits oipsal relation between communication media use,

-1
community integration and political activity. The eiodel`will also include

`Ir

relevant demographicpredictors.

Air Before developing the model, definitions of communication media, political

participation and community integration wi3,1 be presented. ASthe reader will

note, scholars hove, approached these concepts from a variety of perspectives.

Therefore, it is'essentia1 to know the perspective used in this paper before

4
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proceedingro a discussion of the.relations between community integration,

communication and politIcal activity.

'+

DEFINITION

The Mass-Interpersonal Continuum 4

2

'Communication media can be ranked as being ielatively" more "mass" or "inter-

personal."
. .

Using a set of defining characteristics of the message, audience and

institution through which the communication takes placerfeedback opportunities,
i, .

i .

use of jargon, oppoFtunities for entry, etc..- -one can develop a continuum that

runs from-ideal "mass" to ideal "interpersonal" communication. (The complete

set of characteristics and description of the continuum cans be found in Reagan,

1978; ,Reagan; 1981.) Mass media would he'directed towar4_heterogeneous audienccs,

With relatively standardized messages, and full control of the medium, etc.

Inte rsonal communication would be directed at homogeneous audiences, requiring

Iitt e standardization of the message, with opportunities to control the medium

residing in the receivers, etc.

In addition to mass and interpersonal there is what Menzel (1971) has

called "quasi -mass communication." Quasi-mass falls between mass and inter-

personal on the continuum, consisting of the types of communication and media

that serve the purposes of groups that need a more personalized type-of communi-

cation while maintaining a somewhat more standardized form of content and dis-

tribution. A neighborhood association reletter, for example, is a medium

through which.many"memberscan speak to each othfir but which maintains some
k

standards. of form, distribution, anotcontent,i6 order to guarantee tegular

publication.

Our attention turns to classifying the media of comm)moication, since it

is these that will be of major interest later in trying to relate the use of



types of,media tO political and community behavior. It Would take, too long to

describe en detail the reasons for defining the folloting media as mass or

.
quasi -mass. The reader mightselect a few andtry to imagine the characteristics

of the structure,of_aanh one (cost of entry, for example) as well as the messages

usually presented by each apd the audiences usually attentive to each.

Examples of mass media are:

broadcast television
broadcast radio 4

daily, weekly and Sunday metropolitan newspapers
f certain cable television uses (broadcast, pay movie, sports, entertainment)

general use magazines (including news magazines)
movies
books t

Examples of quasi-mass media are:

certain cable TV uses (public access, Aita exchange)
-trade maga nes (to which professionals have access)
proffssiona journals
newsletters

,

Amemos
church bulletin8
specialized newspapers'

model which included communication effects would not only use mass'7

"ch have traditionally been good predictors of political activity,

-would also use quasi-mass media.

Political Participation

It seems that the definition of political ticipation is as v ed as

,
the studies about the subject (and this study not break that radition).

,

Researdiers have uiecrarious terms to describe political actions: "political

activityi" "political behavlor;" and "political participation." Some never

defineypolitical behkior, stating that there is electoral politics and other

formsof political behavior (Kraus & Davis, 1976). Some focus on political

knowltdge and attitudes rather than behalgor (Klin & Ti enor, 1972, pp. 265-

294; &dhoenfeld, 1979; Schoenfe)d, et al., 1970. ome use anindex of voting

and electoral support activity(Jackson-1
.

,politics (Acocy. & Scott, 1980):
6

' k

k, 1979 or passive.and active
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The indexes of political behavior all revolve around electoral politics

F

and, bear a striking resemblence to Matthews and Prothro's "Political Partici-

patiou Scale" (in Robinson, et al., 1973. pp. 427 -43Q).

1.1!

As will be noted later in the didcussion,of the relations between media

.use, community integration and political activity, there is a need to aistin-

guish between voting as an Indicator of political activity and other types or

,-
polieical activity. This distinction stelae: from first, the literature shows

clearer relations when using voting as the criterion variable than other

--
activity; and second, there is a logical difference between voting and other

activity. Voting involve a right--often considered a dupy--that Can be

executed secretly, and can express with relatively little effort support for .

a political candidate or issue. Other political participation involves tangible

public action. 'Obviously petitigning and canvassing involve, the commilmeneof

time as well asexposing one's political belfdfs to public scrutiny, albeit
\

tome of ,ilese publics may be very small in number. But even the simple act

of,writing one's name on a petition involves making a public commitment and

placing one's beliefs on public record.

So for purposes of this study political participation will encompass

voting, and political participation (Thich will include activity for major

and minor parties, candidates and issues).:

IPP

Community Integration
A

From social movement theory to Communication models, the phrase "sense

of community" has been used but not defined. McLaughlin (1969), in defining .

a social movement, included as essential to the movement organization a sense

of community. Granove.tter (1973) proposed that organizations are created-'

more easily where ehere is a free-flow of information and ideas within a

group, noting that this free flow takes on a "Sense of_community." (p. 1373)

V
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In discussing the uses of CB radio, Gatseos and West (1979) and Dannefer and

Poushinsky (1977) each include creating a greatir sense of community asra

beneficial consequence.

In the social movement and protest area, the community variables'dis-

cussed usually revolve around those ?at relate to the feelings of integration

within a community: imary group (family, friend orineighborhood) integration

(I4eac, et'al.; 1980), or community attachments--talking with friends and

neighbors (Useem, 1980).'
. .

lboolittle and'MacDonald (1978) developed a "ease of Community" scale;

, .
1

which, according to their factor analysis, tapped six'facets underlying the

concept: supportive climate, family life cycle, ) safety, information ,inter-

action,.neighborly integration and localism. Interestingly, it is the

structural factors that explained most of the variance in their scale:

pOrtive climate" included items like length of residence and number of peolile

) known; "family life cycle" focused on household Aiae and age of family members;

these two factors accounted for a majority of their explained variance. But

these factors re at odds with the manner in which sociologists perceive

.community. Parsons (1960) and Scherer (1972) both point out that community

is a state that mediates bedeen the individual or family and other social

institutions. Although localism is a structural aspect that they admit plays

a role in the existence of community it is the identification' with the community

that gives community substance (Scherer, 1972, pp. 26ff). Gans (1967) supports

the .position that mere 'structural aspek do not define a community; in fabt,

identification with houOng and old family attachments actually impedes community

involvement (pp149, 401). Isaac, et al, (1980) foundthatfamily, friend, and

neighborhood integration were ,separate predictive constructs.

Abel, etgal, (1980) developed,an alternative "Sense of Community" scale

-that falls more I inline with a concept of community as a state rather than
/

4
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consisting of structural aspects, (In'fact, the structural aspects used.by

Doolittle and MacDonald can be employed as predictors of community integration.

This will be discuised later.) Abel, et al. found that the items generated in

their in-depth interviews related primarily to feelings of belonging..in the

,community.

This study defines community integration as feelings of belonging in

and feelings of attachment to the community. getause,there is a localism ,

aspea to community, attachment to the physical locale in Which a person
.

resides is our definition of attachment to a community.

'ause

Since the model of iAterest will involve not only interrelations between

media use, community integration, demographic, and political activity variables,

but at the process in which a/hese variables operate, it will be. important to

develop a model that defines causal relations among the variables.

11,
Causality has been distinguished by three factors by Asher (1976, p. 11):

46 1) covariation'between two variables; 2) time ordering;'and 3) elimination of

other Possible causes. The covariation and time ordering will be posited in

the theoretical development of this paper. Covariation will bell tested

in the analysis of the data to fit the model. And other possible causes will /

be considered as part of the analysis: if unexplained variance is large and

syitematic then one would conclude that other possible. causes have not been
I

included in the model. Thus, cause will be a mixture of theoretical develop-

ment of expectad causal relations with confirmation or rejection based on the

analysis.
I'

Having defined the concep of inter t we can now turn ta building a

causal model of pkitical acti ty).
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BUILDING THE MODEL

There are three areas of-interesi from which a predictive)modef of r

political activity will be built: community integration, media use, and

demographics. Community integration's importance lies in the positive

relation between feeling a part of the community and active participation..

in the community, both social and political. Media use is idOortant because

of its ability to open avenues of expression and, thus enhance political

activity and community integration. Demographics are considered for two

reasons: first, one must at least consider the effect of charicteristics

that one must carry through one's like; and second, other acquired qharactler-
,

iStics have been shown to relate.to political activity. Actually, there are

fpw consistent (6mographic predictors:

Relat).on of Community Integration to Political Activity

F People who feel More a part of the Community are more likely to use the

icomiunity's services (Young and Wilmot, .962), feel that they understand other

cultural and artistic differences within the community (Posner, 1974), have

a reduced fear of crime--especry among the elderly (Yin, 1940), and be

lessself-destctive (Durkheim, 1951). s

Being integrated into the community also means that one is more likely to

participate-in political activity. Lazarsfeld, et al. (1968) pointedout*that

those who Were more interested in Community affairs were more likely.to vote

than those whose Ipterest was low. In a study of public affairs in Swindon,

England, Croll and Husband (1975) also found that those who felt more a part

of the Community and had more interest in the community in general also par-
.

ticipated more politically. Hunter 13), in his study of power in the

urban community, foundrtheit those who felt's part of the community and who

-

participated in community /affairs also were More likely to be those in power

in the comonLty.
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Isaac., et al. (1980), in the only quantitative stUdy,of causal relations

between community integration and political activity known to the author,

found that family, fiend and neighbOrhood integrailon related positively to4
-4

political, protest activity. Community integration was found to be a stronger

predictor than demographics.

While only a
f.ew

studies of coTunity integration and,political'activity

are available, there is a consistent pattern of higher community integration

-leading po more political activityranging through all types of activity,

from voting to political protest. Community integration-is a relevant element

in a model prediiting political actilaty, and it suggests the 'following hypo-
?. L.

;theses:

4
ti

Hla: Community integration is a positive direct cause of voting.

Hlb: Community integrationis a'positive cause of political
participation.

But community integration does not affect political activity in a vacuum.

As noted above, communication is essential to building community integration.

Communication is also a predictor of-politiCal activity. We will first review

4 the relation betweercommunication and po1litidal activity and then return to

explore communication's role in predicting'community integration.

Relation of Communication to Political Activity

Communication-might beused in two ways to affect political behavior:

first, it can make available to the citizen political 'information through

which political decisions would be made; and second, it can be used, as a

persuasion tool to influence political behavior.

Editorial limits are imposed on theoass4imedia by editors,as a control

,,of information flow through which mass meidia "gatekeepers" may determine. who

remains in power. Donohue, et al. (1972) summarized "gatekeeping" function
- .

of the mass media and foundLthat a local news story does not result from the

11-
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needs of the audience, but from the limits imposed by the bureaucracy of the

industry and the peiceptions of what the editor thinks iS true.

,The mass media are relatively less useful in achieving political conver-

sion (McCombs, 1972). Rather than the mass media leading'to changes in cam -
\

paign deciOxas, McComb fonnd ,thatthose who are more identified witfi a

major party are heavi r users of mass media than are those with-low identifi-
( -

cation tor who are neutral, ier, people who have-made a,campaign decision

then turn to the mass media. Mass media serve as useful tools in mustering

the loyal partis s to the Polls and in reinforcing theil party identification.

Kraus and Davis (1976), reviewing phe "classicvoting studies, also

found that the mass media do not proVide a conversion effect, but are. primarily

reinforcers of those currently. supportive of the political status quo. Per-

sons outside the traditional political arena, especially shifting voters, are

the least exposed to'mass media. However, there is evidence that heavier

, k

mass media use increases voter turnout. Studies of political advertising in

iass media also seem to show_ the same effect. While recall of information,

can be enhanced by advertising, the less partisan voter is not converted by

the ads.

The proposition Eha e mass media Are effective in reinfoKcing existing
/

political partisanship is supported inheceqt works by Roberts (1979) and

Jackson-lack (1979).

While the'use of mass media causes increases in political knowledge or

the use,of specific political topics; it cannot be linked to politica-

Version. The effects of mask media use seem to be .limited to: 1) i rhasing

general'levels of voting; and 2) reinfoing and musterinthese already

. identif ing support fOr a .candidate, clarty oi issue.
4

ut what,about those outside the mainstream of American politics? The

Y4-6
developme

ar-
1

a competitive party or system requires communication that
,t

12
r

I
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involves easier access to feedback,systems, smaller, more homogeneous audiences,

Oa-O.-mass communication. TUe need forrsuCh co mmunication is clearer

when the system is.to be-overturned ar there is a direct attempt to change

existing ideology (for a'descri*lon of communication useafor svial move-
. 4

ments, see Reagan, 1981. The, need forsuch Communication among potential fitip

party members is not as clear and has.been,given little attention in the era-
.

ture. r s"
*

. Blacks (who are also a.large'part of another dissatisfied group: the
.

...
,

'poor) havefeund that the two major parties have ignored their economic and
\h., . .

s f -6 .

political problemd, espe Jelly at the community level ("New Party,'' 1980):

This spurted the develoOdent of a'new party (unnamed by the reporter) whOse

goals inclUdi,promoting ilendidates and becoming involved in community organi-.

- iational Octivities(including protest marches). Quasi-mass, and,interpers

communication use'Was most effective in developing this new party and its
a

attendantprotest activities. The use of press rdkeases to the mass media

came after tht coreof two-Ntusand members had already defined the party's

goals and ideology. Then the need was to recruit the "mass" support necessary*,
*for state and national'activaties.

Given the relative uselessness.of mass media in assisting those outside

-k

the existing power structure lads us to infer that'other types of communica-

tiansare necessary. It seems clear that when one begins to compete with, those'
,

*in power, one is less likel to receive mass media coverage (see Gitlin, 1980)

6 f
Further, the massMedia are relatively useless uatil an issue becomes "note-

worthy " (see Rada, 1977).

When trying. td find the media that are useful tor developing new'politidht

I

ideas, we can take a cue flip the literature on the dissemination of innova-

0 ,

. :

.
, .

tions. -After all, the purpose of developing
.

a competing party, candidate of

issue rallote, introduce a new idea to the public - -one that will be likely) to be

13
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accepted. Katz (1962) showed-the impOrtance ofthe use of non -mass media in

11

the Iiisesemination of new agricultural 'practices to farmers. and new drugs amottg

,
tk docOps. iIe aass media conveyed information, there *as a need.for both

groips to use other-fotte of information it acquiring acceptance'

...,

.

.

he new

ideast friends neighbors, colleaguel, and specialized journip'(uses of
1

4 'interpersonal and qua
.

si-mass ;India). While interpersonal infoPrmation is use-.
. '.

Till in dissemination through the "two-step" flow, Rogers (1962) found that

interpersonal-communicationcontributed more to the'dxplanation of the variance
- . .

in acceptance,of innovation than did mass communication. For the acceptance

'Of an idea in an'engineering academic community, Dahling -(1962) noted especially

the importance of "centers" of information, exchange. To the extent that non-

'traditiohal.political participation parallels innovation acceptancet quasi:-

,- . .

pass media use is more important .than mass media use.
:,
-4 .

4 The 4oregotpg discussion suggests that heavier mass media use is related'.
1- .

.

to increased voting turnout, voting billing the easiest form'of pblitinti. behavior

and the one to which more people are -culturally prediiposed. But it also, suggests

-pthatiother types of participation are related to relatively less use of mass

meda and more usb of quasi-mass media. Keep in mind tpkt, mong both groups,

4 ,

those who support majOr parties and those-who do not, activity besides voting

ilierelated to. heavier qua, mtil4ia,use. This is true of tha!**mier group

bccausesthey find the mass ...- a less useful in fostering change. It doei-not

mean that mass media
4

are hot important or that they will'haveanegative effect/ ...

.

' .s.,

on political participation. It justmeangthat.mass uee.11 berelatively less

important tian it is for voting. Indeed,- on% would still expect a positive
i

relation between mass use and political participation because file mass media
4,

. 4/
are still useful for - engaging mass support.

'since all types bf media use are expected to cause both types of political

/
activity the following.hypotheses are sugglipid:

4
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.- H2a: Media'use (all types) is.a positive diredi cause of voting.

C
-

H2b: Media use is a positive direct caul sof political participation.
%,

But the use of each medium is expected to have a relatively greater or lesser.
,

effect depending on the type of pPlitical activity.

I

L

H2c: Mass use is a stronger predictor of voting than is quasi-mass.

,

' Exposure vs. Use

H2d:t!esi-mass use is a stronger predictor of pool/aril participation
than is maps use.

0 A question arises about the appropriate operationalization of media use--
.

should media use be measured as exposure to a particular type of mediUm e.g.,

hours of televisian4Use) or should one determine if re medium was used for a

specific purpose (e.g., using television for political information rather than

entertainment)? Both methods have been used. Hours of television exposure

was used as;a predictriPbf public affairs knowledge and Black political militant

behavior (Tan & Vaughn, 1976). But other studies (Q'Keefe and Liu, 1980, e.g.)

first asked which satrces mere.relied on forvo ical ormation and then

tried those responses to political bahaviot, principally voting, also finding'.
significanterelations.

Whic measure to use might relate to what one is trying to prove: aelect

exposure, if one is expecting a relation between exposure and,politieal Ictivity,

pr select use if one is expecting the relation to-be with use. One might be

tempted to think that it is logical. that unless a medium were used(forpOlitical

inforeatiori it cannot be expected to have an effect on political behavior. This

is the logic behind'the operationalization of media use as use of a medium for
,

"How much the respondent counts on television for making up. their, ind aboq ut'

,Who,to vote.for," etc.' (O'Keefe and Liu, 1980, p. 125)(4.

When one considers causal relations, however, what little research has

beefs done on causal efficts of media use on p4Llipical attitudes and activity

`
:40
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suggests that media
P
expoikure precedes political actiMity while use may, in

faCt, be caused by preceding political attitude *..

One causallivalysia of political attitudes and media uee suggests that
el

use is the .1-vailooltarieVipusly held attitudes. Kimsey Edict Atwood (1018)
s' , Allkv:i,

'
III.

P

,found that earli attituViMarejletter predictors of later exposure to

maps media political 'about Democrats than mass media use was of

attitudes toward Democr",% and, that earlier attitudes toward Democrats

was a better praictor of later attitudes than was media use This suggests

that the use of media for"!specific political informition is a result of

previously held political attitudes. This supports a model that,uses exposure
'. .0

to medi' as the relevant element to predict later political. activity. (From.

1

this point both "exposure" and. )1se" will"be employed as "exposure" to a

medium.)

, In addition A.oPeratiohalizing media use as expOsure4.2.question arises

about whether or 'not all'electronic and print media should be luMped together

as "mass media," ,Conway.,.!et al. (1981) found that news medif 'use couldhe
4

either separated (treated as two factors--pript and electronic) or dambined;

both solutibns provided high Loadingir in their factor analysis. However, the

.

separation into the two components explained an additional twenty percent
tp

of the variance. For thii reason it meems theputically reasonable to

separate mass `use into: "electrotilWmass use" and "print media.use." This
.m.NN

diatinction will be conside ed valid and retained if it Prol/esuse41 in the

analysis of. the model (construct validity).

Communication, and Community Integration'

One can predict M e of community or community integration from several

perspectives. Two will e considered here: media use and demographics.

The research-done on the relation of,typea'oi media used to one's inte-
.

giation in a communi y suggests that heavier "use of mass media is related to

143
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a lower sense of comMunity, while heavier use of more personal media, such as
-N

quasi-malvis related to a higher sense of community.

Massmedfa'are relatively-less 'usefulthan other media for community-

integratiop because they'communicats principally "newsworthy" events. The

'''local issue, the personal conversation or small group interaction is not

recorded in the'masa media, i.e., the mass media are Rot useful for local

organization.

Even in the small town the availability of mass media can thwart the

continuity.of community integration (Vidich and Beaman, 1977). Local

persons, especially local
-

politicians, because cd the importation of 'outside

iniormatiOnIno longer trust themselves or local experts for c& unity

decisions. This hely erode confidence in the community. Thus, more

reliance on mass media would relate to a lower feeling of community integration. 1

.'In a study of'the relation of-community involvement to radio use Surlin

((1977) found that involved citfiens were less exposed to radio. Those more
'I'

involved would be more likely to use media that allow some form ofreceiver

_control (such as quasi-mass).
e

If mass media cannot heip the individual communicate with the community,

what can? We need to look at media that are more open to personal control.

.

Ganovetter (1973) proposed that interpersonal associations, especially
%

- associations amongthose with whom one has weak riis, those extending beyond

close friends and family, are important in contributing) to the flow of infor-

mation and ideas in a community. Conrath and Thompson (1972) believe that

"new technologies are creating new forms, of communication which are neitt r

mass not interpersonal and which can help integrate an individual into the

community. These would be quasi-mass media.

Thus, heavier mass media use would be expected to lead to lower community

integration while quasi-mass use would do the opposite. Thus:.

'1 .
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Ma: Media use is a_direct cause of community integrati mass
use is negative while quasi-mass is-positive.

Demographic Predictor of Community Integration

In the study of political protesteo4entation 1:;y Isaac;,,et al. (1980)

the model included demographic factor's which were used to predicat family,

friend and neighborhood integration. A singleovariable significantly pre-
r

dicted at and that was age. The other three demographic variables
,

.

considered wereFeducatioh;\income and occupational status. Older persons

were more likely to be integrated 5ii the community.

Age is also related because of changes in media use that arerelated'

to changes In the life cycle. Dimmick, et al. (1978) proposed that media

uses varied "through several stages in life. For example, early adults may

use television news for relaxatiot while older persons may seek mere serious

news.

Warren (1978) reported that the most important factors in predicting,

community integration were homogeneity and mobility. Mobility is related

to age; very young persons are restricted to the local community bytirr

parents and, lack of access to- autos; older perions are restricted because'

.

of physical and economic limitations.
1'

Bud these earlier studies did not consider a broader demographic:

length of residence. Age might relate to community integration, but one

cannot easily see how merely living longer makes one more a part of a

community, whereas length of residehce provides the link between age and

Community. laving lrd,langer one may have resided longer in a community

and thus had an opportunity to become.,involved with the area and its people.

Which variable is more important would depend on which iata relatively

stronger predictor.

-
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Reaga d Abel (1980).found that while age was a significant predictor

of sense of nity, another variable--highly related to age--was a 'stronger

predictor:", h of residence in the community. Other studiesat found

age to be a stro predictor may hive-been taping a component'of length of

residence.
r

For this studylgth of residence will be used as the sole demographic-
1%;,.

predictor of community4ntegtation.

10b: Leng residence is a po t tiye direct cause of community
integrati

`,

So far we have identit4ed cotmunity integration and media use (electronic

mass, print mass and quasi - ) as predictors of political activity, and

media use and length of resid4ce as predictors of community ration. A

More complete model should alsAinclude the demographic predictors of'.

political activity and commulakiclon.

Demographic Predictors of Political Activity

In addition to their discussion c4 media use and political activity,

Kraus and Davis (1976) also summarited demographic relations to/political

activity. They found a single consistent predietor: educat o igher

education leads to higher politifal activity. While other variables (race,
#

socio-economic status, for example) may have been shown to be related to

political activity as well as media useseducatiot is the single consistent

Predictor, This is probably due to the fact that education is either related

to or is a major compohent of the other variables: income is related to -

7) education, income is related to race, education is a component of status, etc.

In the Isaac, et ~al. (1980)'analysis of causal elements predicting pro-

test activity edusat*n was the strongestlpredictor (the set of foui demo-
,

Variables alio included age, income and occupation).

,r

1
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It seems reasonable 0 add education to the mo 1 as a predictor of
.

-political activity, and adds these hypotheses predi ing political act

II *,
.H4a: Echication is a positive direct aatise of voting. ,se '

,

H4b: Ecrucation is a positivelirect'cadee of political partiCipation.

:DiMOgraphic'Predictor of Media Exposure
. . \

The relation of various demographic characteristios to media exposure

kis not been consistently supported. Low socio-economic-status has been
(.

4

kiissociat.ed with heavier use of television and lower use:of newspapers

(Martpc%) et al., 1976). Differences based'on race haveeen.noted by

Greenberg, et al. (1970), and Comstock and Cobbey (1978). Even position in

the life cycle (Diimick,'et al:, 1978) and geographic 'Iodation (8hav and.

-Ritf,1979) have been shown to be\related to di,f,feretices:in media use.

Although these, studies purport to demonstrate relatiqns between various
f

demographincharacteristica and media exposure, generally such relations

have not beenConsistent across

representing relations based on

Ace was noted.as'a signiffdaght

all studies, or fley'can gi eiplained as

other characteristics. Fo4example; while

cause of mediaexposkire; Alien and Bielby
.

(,979) questiOn whether this is tinily because of race differinces, or--as

-their studyowed--was really based on differences in socio-economic 'status,
- . ,..

.-- t_.,

Kraus aneDavis-(1976) in
-

trying to overcome the lack pf consistency
,

, - \
...

-in demographic indicator's 'Propoged that education was/the only consistent-,
- .

predictor of media use. This is supported in recent research by Alien (1981)

_. ; ',

who foikandp that, among his pred4.ctors of television exposure, education was

c :
.

the only significadt predictor (the other demographics included were: 'age,

ocenpational status add income). .

1

The
%

ine above studies have focused on the mass meals., ignoring quasi-mass
k,._

4

axpOsure._ %waver, lacking other evidence, it 'is proposed that education is,

4.1

4

/ 2U
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the only demographic that can bet used as.,a reliable causal element'in pre-,
9

Cdicting media use,and this -relation shall be added to thelmodel, and the

appropriate hypotheses are:
c

H5a: Education is a positive direct cause of ',mass media use.

H5bi Education is a positive direct cause'del.quesi-miss use.

Causal Model With Types of Media and Types of Political Activity

Figure 1 diagrams'the causal relations between areas of consideration

specified iri the hypotheses genefated above. The model includes specific

relitions betwen media type, (quasi-mass, and/rint and electronic mass),

i

type of political activity (voting and poitical participation),.community

integration and the two dedographic predi tors (education and length of

residence).

Figure 1 about h re
c

lased on the foregoing discussion and hypotheses development we expect

the following: 1) education is a positive cause of the three types of media

Ile encrthe two types of political activity; 2) mass and quasi-mass media

use are positive causes of voting and polit cal participation, although, mass.

is a stronger cau se of voting, and viasi-mass is a stronger cause of political

participation; 3) length of residence is a positive cause of community inte-

gration; 4) community integration is a positive cause of both political

1
,

activity variables; end5) the mediefte variables re causes of. community

integration, with mass a negative cause, and quasi- miss p ositive."

s To some extent the causal,relafions are imposed upon, the model. It

c .

makes little sense to look at political participation
i 4)
causing media use,

unless our interest is in increasing audience size for a progrtim producer

.

21
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or advertiser. The interest in this study is to look at factors that cause

Political behavior. Determining factors that cause change in the politial

struotue can be used in.:a strategy by groups attempting to change the

political structure--as in the replacement of a useless political party.

Because our primary interest is in predicting political activity all variables

used in the' model will be linked as causal elements of voting and political

participation. Though there is no theoretical link between length° of't-

residence and the two political activity variables, nonetheless, the model

,will include these paths.

The data gathered and analysis used to test the model are scribed in

thewnext section.

METHOD

Data Gathering

A questionnaire was developed as a personal interview instrument for

the "Media Environment Study" at Michigan State University. [Funded by

National Science Foundation Grant #DAR-7910614, principal investigators:

Dr. Thomas F. Baldwin and Dr. John D. Abel.] The geneial instrument was

developed in relation to major research questions arising from the "Media

Environment Study." These dealt with comparisons across different media

environments (cities with many choices of media, like Detioit, and those

with fewer choices, like McAlester, Oklabomai) of perceived uses for the

major mass media .(TV, Radio and NewsptiPers). The additional questions

/ relating to political paAicipation, community integration and other media'

use were introduced by this author.

V
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Demographics

Measurement, of Variables

'c
/.

The two demographics used in the model were: length of residence'in

the community (years); and education (highest level obtained: less than

8th grade, 8th, some high school, high school diploma, some college, college

degree, some graduate school, graduate dree--issociate or trade degrees

beyond high school wire coded as: some college).

In addition, the following were also assessed as descriptive statistics

of the sample: age (years); whether the residence was owned or rented;

respondens marital status (married or not); income (in increments of

$5,000 from "$0 - $4,999" through "$5,000 and aver"); gender; and race.

Media Use
Al

Media use was operationalized as exposure or time using the media. The pIN

following were considered mass media: elevision, radio, movies (number seen

in previous month), weekly, and daily newspapers, and magazines (number read

regularly).

Some indicators of mass media exposure were indexed: TV exposure

respondents were asked by day-parts thesmumber of minutes,they watched TV

9

on the previous day and
1

the previous Saturday or Sunday. Average weekly
ft

TV use was computed by: 5 x_ (previous day total minutes) + 2 x (previouA

Saturday or Sunday total minutes) total weekly minutes (TV use). Media

exposure generally focused on the previous day since it was reasoned to*.

a more reliable estimate of, exposure. Allen (1981) found that previous day

estimates of media exposure were the most reliable,' a specific day next most

reliable, and average day the least reliable. Previous day age specific dar

had reliability coefficients of .85 and .83 for exposure estimates over two

points in time, and average day was ,71 in Allen's study.

2,3
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Radio exposure was assessed in the same way as was TV exposure.

Niwspapej use'was measured in..two ways: daily and Stinday exposure was

indexed similar to TV and.radio: 6 x (previous day's daily exposure) +

(Sunday exposure) Total pinutes newspaper exposure. Weekly paper consump-

* Lion was total minutes read in the previous week. All estimates were for

local papers.

The following were quasi-mass: trade and professional journals (minutes

read,-previous week), newsletters (read/do not); and church bulletins (read/

do not).

Community Integration

Community integration was assessed using the Sense of Community Scale

(Abel, et al., 1980). Seven items, measured feelings of belongingnese and-

neighborliness. Each item has five responses: strongly agree through'

strongly disagree. This is a summated scale comprising a single score with

a range of 7-35 (higher scores indicating,a higher sense of'community).

Okel, et al. report reliability for their entire scale (which includes a

total of 19 items.that also measure community activity and tolerance) as

an alpha of .82. The present study found`that the 7-item scale had an alpha

of .77 with all item -total corrected correlations in excess of .43.

Voting -

Voting behavior was assessed with the following three variables: 1) did

respondent vote in the 1976 presidential election? 2) in the 1978 congressional

election? 3) in the last local election? These three indicatoti of voting

behavior were dichotomized as did (1) or did not (0) vote, and summed to form

an index of vongLbehavior with a range of 0-3. The scale had analpha of

.73 with each variable having item-total correlations in excess of .56.

24
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Political participation was also indexed, this time with items similar

to those used by Matthews and Prothro (in Robsinson/ , et al., 1973). tawever40'

questions were altered to assess participation with minor parties hnd indepen-

dents. Aespondents.were asked: 1) whether they had tried to get a candidate

on the ballot; 2) whether they had'given money, attended rallies or canvassed

for Democrats or Republicans; 3) whether they had tried get an issue on

C

the ballot; and 4) whether they had given money, attendqd rallies or canvassed ,

far independents or minor parties. These four items were summed)Aange 0-4)
.

. .

. 0
to form a single scale of political,particpation. This scale had an alpha

-

of
1
.57 and item-total correlations in excess of .312. This lower alpha'is

not unusual for a scale with so few items (Nunnally, 1978).

Sampling

Seventeen United States cities were selected:

Buffalo, SD
Eureka, NV
Augusta, AK
Tell City, IN
McAlester, OR
Liberal, ,KS

Missoula, MT
Quincy, IL
Albany, GA

Manchester, NH
Cedar Rapids, IA
Mesa, AZ
Randallstown, MD
Clovis, CA
Detroit, MI
Dallas, TX
Portland, OR

0
Personal interviews were conducted by Market Opinion Research of Detroit

which used a cluster sampling method, with a maximum of six respondents in a

cluster. The lowest sample size in a pity was 75 and the highest was 121.

Interviews were conducted in the selected cities from June 17 through July 26,

1980.

2,
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Sample Data .

IntervieVs were completed with 1828 respondenti. AlMoTt half (48.8%)

were male; 53.5 percent had annual household incomes at'or above $15,000;

84.1 percent were White, 13:0 percent Black; 39.1 percent had some college

education br more;' 68.0 percent were married; 79.2 percent lived in a house,

5.6 percent in a mobile home and-14.3 percent in an apartment 71.9 percent

) owned their residence; 19.2 percent lied in rural'aread.

ModglAnalysis

The model developed above lends itself logically to an analysis applying

the maximum-likelihood approach. This approach is appropriate since it does

several things: 1) it takes into itcount sizeable measurement error often

encountered in social science, 2) several equations can be analyzed simul-

i

taneously (for example, in the present model, the several equations relating

,

variables to both voting and political participation as well as the equations

relating measurement variables to theoretical variables); and 3) where there

are problems with the model the analysis can indicate which parts of tfie

model are causing the poor fit and suggest'changes for a better model (See,

variously: Joreskog & Sorbom, 1977; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1978; Long, 1976;

Rluegel, et al., 1977; MaruYlma & McGarvey, 1909).

A computer program developed by Joreskog and Sorbom (1976) called LISREL

(Linear Structural Relations) is designed specifically,fpr analyzing a model

through he maximum-likelihood approach. It is this program that will be

used to analyze the theoretical model preiented above.
ir

The program-requires a set of parameter specifications for the theoretical

model4as well as sets of indicators.of each of the theoretiCal variables

(tHe measurement model). The theoretical and measurement models are specified

in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 presents just the variables used in the model.

26
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The circles contain the theoretical variales which are connected 13-3, Paths%

indicating the causal, relations. The rectangles contain the measurement

vatiables,tthose used to operationalize
1

24

theoretical Apiables, with paths

indicating Which measurement va;iable is used as an indicator of which
.

theoretical variable. The measurement variables are those discussed earlier

in this section; Figure tontains the model in complete notational form,
-

with coefficie4ts and indicators of measurement error entered into the

model. Tables 1 and./contain_complete definitions of the parameter

specification; in Figure 3.

, 4 Figures 2 and, and Tables 1 and 2

about here

Note that the Rodel in Figure 3 contains not only specification of thj

)
variables of interest, but also the error associeeedwith measurement (e.g.,

e E
2
) as well as error associated with each set of theoretical equations

(e.g., cl, c2). Each d100for both indicators of theoretical v i bles and

paths within the theoretical modelhis an associated coefficent t t is the

Weight used in the estimating equation for that part of the model. For

example, the relation between print mass use and daily/Sunday paper exposure

is: Y4 iiX6 (n2) + E4. Likewise, the theoretical model has an estimated

setof weighti. For example, the estimate of*community integratiOn is:

r141 041 (ni) + 642 (112-) + 84; -(n3) +.y6 ( 2) + C4, (The minus sign afirthe

%.,in Figure 3 is due to-the fact that the a matrix appearson the left side

of the estimating equation.)

1

In addition to the model accountifot measurement error, it can also

o
Por

account for correletad erroiterma, whidh assess underlying systematic variance

that is not specified in relations in the model. The decision'to' allow error

2"
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terms to vary or not vary together may codm from two perspectives. First,

there may be compelling theoretical reasons to allow Covariance among error

terms. For example, Allen (1981) allowed the measurement error for his time-

onedne measures of media expOsUre to vary with the time -two errors since-there

was reason to suspect related errors through the use of the same measure opr

e time. (In fact, his results indicate the errors were unrelated.) "Second,

one may allow covariance among error
qi
in order to allow the model to fit the

data more precisely and'thus obtain an overall model that provides a better

general fit. 'Ibis has been done.by Isaac, et al. (1980) who first kept
/-'

covariances among errors fixed at zero and then allowed errors to covAry,
3

one-by-one, until an.acceptable fit of theopodel to the data was obtained.

There are instances, however, when one-lOst_assumes that measurement errors

Jere randomly distributed and proceeds with fitting the model as best as

possible en this assumption (Acock and Scott, 1980.; Maruyama and McGarvey,

980). L/4

The perspective that this paper takes is .hat'errors will be allowed to

.-
covary if the is a reason to.do so; otherwise, the errors wit?

irbe assumed to be randomly distribUtedand uncorrelated. This follows from

the first perspective described above. However, it does not'allow error to

correlate in order to Vrovide a-betteefit of the model--the second per,

spective. There are several reasons for this: First, to allow various com-

binations of correlated errors _spd selecting the one that provides the best

fit of the model merely capitalizes on chance. Second, Maruyama and McGarvey

...'

(1980) point out that such manipulations run the risk of over-fitting the

data (p. 508) and violite one of the criteria for judging the fit of the

,model (See below, "Model Criteria"). Thir4, Matuyama and McGarvey further

point out that manipulations of the error, covariance parameters uses the

2-'
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LIBRE. analysis for exploration when it is itsigldre 'for confirmatory analysis.

In Figure 3 the errors in the theoretical variables for media use are allowed

to correlate as Are the two for voting behavior (ttis). This is because under-

lying components are expected. The measures of mIdia use are taken from a

single perspective,' exposure. Because there-ve other lectors that may compose

media use, such as the purposes for which media are lased, these other factors

may cut acioss the distinctions made in this model. Therefore, correlated

error terms will indicate the importance of such other underlying factors.

Likewise, political activity may involve other componentsbeyond simply an

active or passive political activity.

As with error terms for the theoretical model, error terms for the

measurement model can be allowed to vary together. That has not been done

for this model. There is _T3 theoretical reason as compelling as therewas

for the theoretical variables discussed aboire.

The results of the LISpoL analysis will allow us to determine: 1) the

overall goodness-of-fit of the propoied model; and 2) the relative usefulness

of the indicators and the theoretical path coefficients through a significance

test(t-ratio) and comparisons of their standardized coefficients. The

hypotheses, of\ourse, can be ttsted using t-ratios and compar(sons of

standardized coefficients.

Model Criteria

There are several criteria by which one determines whether or Rot there

is a good ficipf the model to the data. These include: 1) Is the model
411P

correctly specified? 2) Is the x test of goodness-of-fit nonsignificant?

\S) Are the first order derivatives of the fixed parameters in the model zero?

4) Are the residuals of the input mifius the predicted matrix(0- E) as small

ae possible? 5),Is the explained variance in the theoretical model as high

29
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as posetible? and 6) Is the standard error for the coefficients within the

model low enough tb allow discrimination ben coefficients and zero, i.e.,

are the coefficients significant? The six criteria'are explained more fully

in the following paragraphs.

For a' model to be coirectly specified it must provide unique path

coefficients. Overspecification--identifying too many free parameters--will

generate unidentifiable coefficients. The LISREL program will tell the

researcher if overldentification occurs with*the following statement: "THE

NTH PARAMETER MAY NOT BE IDENTIFIED." If this statement is absent one assumes

the model is correctly identified.

Usually, the goodness -of -fit is tested with a chi-square. One wants a

value small enougti,to produce a probability greater than .05. Unfortunately,,

with large sample sizes it is unlikely that one will obtain a nonsignificant

chi-square (Joreskog and Sorbom 1977, P. 318; Long, 1976, p. 171). This is

not necessarily bad. As sample sizes approach infinity they are unbiased

. with regards to violations of normality assdmptions (Long, 1976, p. 166).

In addition, the chi-square is merely an indicator of relative fit of the

model. Joieskog and Sorbom (1977, 1978) state that a chi-square with a

probability leas than .05 is acteptable with large sample sizes, that one

merely uses the chi-square as an indicator of how a change in the model

affects the
4

The fi, st derivativea of the fixed parameters should be zero (Joreskog

and Sorbam,°1978, p. 15). If they are not then 'it indicates that some fixed

parameters shouldbe allowed to vary, starting with the fixed parameter having

the largest first derivative.

The resicbol r4atrix (input minus predicted matrix), should \.ontain

relatively small values. No specific level is given as being tio large.

30
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Joreskog and Sorhom (1978, p. 15) and others (Maruyama and McGarvey, 1980;

Sock and Scott, 1980; Isaac, et al., 1980) use the residuals as a subjective

guide to the overall ability of the model to predict the original input.'

matrix.1 Several Large residuals, relative to the overallmatrix, indicate a

need to restructure the model As a test of the magnitude of all of the
,

Maruyama add McGarvey computed the mean correlation and the mean '

residual, excluding diagonal elements. The lower the ratio of the mean

residual to the mean correlation flhe better, since this indicates relatively

lower residuals. Maruyama and McGarvey had a ratio et' .333. This will be
. ,

AL
used as a guide in tea;iag the results in the present study.

Acock and Scott (1980) used explaihed variance in their endogenous

variables as an indicator of the fit of the model. This follows logically

from the fact LISREL accounts for measurement error. Thus, explained'

variance in the theoretical model should be relatively high. The explained

variance (R2) is computed as one minus the residual (1 - Acock and .7>

(

Scott found expliined variances of 25 percent and 40 percent. in their politi /al

participation variables. For purpose of the present study, if the explained

variances of the politic* activity variables exceed 40 percent we will

assume'a good-predictive model.

Finally, examination of the path coefficients will tell us how useful

the model il+ithrespect to causal relations. A large number of%,&signifi-

'cant paths may indicate relatively large standard errors and poor explanation j
4

of the causal elements.

LISREL Program Estimates

In order to begin the iteration of the LISREL program, estimate" need

to be made of most of the coefficients in the model. This. lin do tWithings:

- first, it will help reduce 'the time inVolved in CompuAtion
)
and secondkit

,4
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will increase the preci ion of the program's solution for the model by pro-

viding error estimates for some of the fixed parameters, thus, nating

this source of confoundipg variance from the model solution.

Estimates fbr the endogenous variables with multipl ihdicators wiil

be 'using factor analyses with a single factor solut1n. The lambdas

will be estimated with the factor scores and the epsilOns will be estimated

with the residuals for each variable (1-h2).

29

% Several of the endogenous variables and the two exogenOus variables have

single indicators. Normarky..these would-be estimated at "1.0" with error

assuad to be zero.- However"since some have been created as indexes,or

scales, scale reliibility estithatts will be used to estimate these coefficients.

Their res le will be used to estimate errors (Winer, 1971, p. 285; Acock

/
and ScOtt, 9 )p)., These values will remain fixed. Technically, one need

Ionly indicate some start value.other than zero in order to have a free

parameter. Indicating start values merely saves time in running the program.

However, for fixed parameters, such as error estimates for fixed indicatori,

f
providing' tart values will give the program more information and allow a

solution that gives greater explaihed variance in the theoretical model,

Start values are contained in the Appendix.

0
The matrix to be analyzed will be the correlation matrix. This is done

for the reasons stated byMaruyama4and McGarvey (1980, p. 509): the data

are from a single population, erode-sectionally gathered, ilhdmost impovr

tantlystandardized coefficients are far (mistier to interpret thalpar(non-

standardized coefficients, especially when comparisons of coefficients are

to be made. Use of the correlation matrix .also fits the theoretical relations

proposed in the hypotheses. The results wiil search only for significant

predictors 'causes") and relatively larger coefficients. For the latter

J.
tests rdized coefficients areirequired. Keep in mind, however, that

)
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there ate liMitations on the results. Having standard zed our units we can

no longer go back to the original data, i.e.; we cannot en say. that a one

411,unit increase in education would result in an number of units increase

in voting. Of course, as discussed earlier in the ElectidamMeining political

Activity, different researchers, use different measures of politicalvgehaVior.

So even with unstandaidized units it is- difficult to compare across studies.

/a addition to losing the ability, to use thl:originAi data, the use of.

standardized units io dependent on sample results, namely the etandard

deviations, and are not appropriate for comparisons across samples because

\Asi-/
the path coefficients may change es standard deviations change (Blalock,

1979, p. 482).

the analysis.

C

These limitations apply to the, next section on results of

J

RESULTS

Although the primary interest isin the analysis of the'causal model

there is some interest in descriptive.results. These restats give a basis

for comparing the present study With results ef another samp4. An additional

reason to present the descriptive results is so that a reader can have the

complete data necessary tojeplicate or extend the present LISREL analysis.

The means an standard deviations are presented in Table 3, and the correla-

tion matrix presented, in Table 4. It is only necessary to havetthe

correlation matrix, and the specifications of free and fixed model pargmethrs

and start values (see Appendix) for one to replicate this study, The means

And standard 'deviations, however, are necessary if one wishes to perform

other LISREL analyses such as those employing the covariance or moment
.

matrixes.

4

-"3 3,
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Tables 3 and -4 about here -,

_

This results section will focus on the results of the LISREL an4slysis,

first reviewing the Criteria for a good fit of a model to the

data, and then applying these crite,to the model, noting how it fits the

Ar-
critetia successfully.'

Raying established an acceptable fit of'the model the hypotheses will

-be..testeil with the path coefficients. Finally,-other results not expected

in the hypotheses will be discussed. Complete results of the analyses are

contained in Tables 5 and 6.

.Tables 5 and 6 about here

OP

The model is acceptable on the first three criteria. It received no

error statement; so one assumes that the model is correctly specified. And

the first order derivatives for the fixed parameters are zero (rounded to

three decimals).. The x
2
probability level is <.0001, but this is due to

sample size. to sample size of 200 in this case would ;vault in a x
2 of 54.

and p .05.) /

1

It is the final three criteria, though, that demonstrate that the model

.

is a relatively good fit of ..the data. Only eight residuals are above t .19

and only one is above ± .20. The mean abst?lute residual is .035 and the mean

absolute correlation is .097 givingda ratio of .35, close to that of Maruyama

. and MCGarvey's .33. Explained variance is dramatically high, 92 /percent and

5? percent for voting and political particiipation, respectvely. Finally,

this is a model that has useful coefficients. All except one of the free -'

'indicator, and most of the path coefficients are significantly different from

zero.
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These results do not Mean that there.is no wetter model to fit the data".

In fact,. there are still problems with the resibduale associated with years'

residence; almdst'half of the large residuals are for relations with.years

residence. And changes in error specif cations Might yield a better fit.

miBut these changes would involve some jor changes in the theory. So, for

the present, this model is deeded acceptable.

Having succeeded in develo$ng a relatively good fit for the.overall

modele can now turl to examination of the results presented by the LISREL

.- .. -

.

/ -,
4

estimates. These results are, contained in Tables 5 and 6,and the standardieed
4 ,

A

estimates are entered into the model in Figure 4.

4

jJ Figure 4 about-here-

Tests of Hypotheses

With sufficient variance explained by this model we presumithat two of

the three conditions for causal relations have bee /met: 1) time 6rdering

as proposed by the theory, and 2) elimination of other factors through

lOsufficiently large amou4t of expldined variance. irow we can test the third
/

condition, existence of a relation, by examining t1he model coefficients.

Comparing Coefficients 9
' Some hypotheses deal with the relative strength of the causal relations,,

/."'"/These are important hypotheses since they attempt -0.17 not only relations, (

but which type of media use is more important f r which pe of social function.
\

Th efore, it is wise to discuss how these coefficients will be compared.

40/here one coefficient is significant and another is not, the comparison

is ea", the significant coefficient is the stronger. (This has been done

by Acock and Scott, 1980, p. 68-69.) Acock and Scott proceed to point out

.
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the difficulty of stating that one coefficient is greater than another when

both are significant. 'Measurement error may mean the two are the same.

Keeping this thought in mind, i.e., heing cautious about stating one

coefficient being stronger where the c'efft.cients Are both significant aad

about the same absolute value, we will, nonethelesl, Treat the coefficient

with the'largerallolute value as stronger. Where the relative strengtlAof

coefficients fits the theory, the relation serves to provide further support

for similar research findings. (With such appropriate caution, this_is how

Maruyama and McGarvey, 1980, p. 510, treated coefficients of similar strength.)

Predictors pf Political Activity

4

Community Integration

The first set of hypotheses predicts that community integration is a

cause of both types of political activity. The coefficient between community

integration and voting is nonsignificant (-$ = -.03) while that for political

participation is significant (-8 = .19)., The null hypothesis for Hla is

retained while that for Hlb is rejected.

Art
Media Use

All three types of media use are significant predictors of voting. Print

*MASS use and quasi-mass use are positive predictors (-$ = .37 and .36, respec-

\lively), but electronic mass use is a negative predictor (-8 = -.75). The null

hypothesis of H2a is rejected. Two of the three types of use are significant

predictors of political participation: print mass use (-43 .32) and quasi-,

a
mass use (-8 .40). However, electronic mass use is nonsignificant (-8 = .134.

The null hypothesis cannot be rejected for H2h as far as electronic as use

is concerned, but it is rejected for print mass and quasi4mass.
4

The neat two hypotheses deal with the relative strength of one type of

media-use over another in predicting political activity. Electrapicmass

36
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use has the largest absolute coefficient, but it is negative. Print use and

quasi-mass have virtually the same coefficient. We cannot reject the null

hypothesis for H2c. However, it is clear that electronic mass use is the

strongest predictor, and the fact that it has a negative sign while print tape

is pOsitive suggests that this hypothesis needs some revision.

For predictors of political participation there is a problem between

print and quasi-mass use. Both have significant coefficients (1/.32 and .40,

respectivefy), but quasi-mass use is only slightly higher than print use.

Electronic mass use has a nonsignificant coefficient (-0

quasi-mass is clearly stronger than electronic mass use and

than print mass use, we will reject the null hypothesis for

keep is mind the' closeness of p

Education

and ,quasi -mass.

'to

.13). Since

slightly stronger

H2d, but we will

/P.

These hypotheses predict that education is a cause of political activity.

e coefficient between education and voting is, significant (y = .19), but

t.e coeffitient between education and political participation is nonsignificant

(y = .02). The null hypothesis for H4a is rejected while the null for H4b is

retained.

Predictors of Community Integration

Length of residence and media use,were posited as causes'of community

integration. The .null hypothesis.for H3b is rejected since the coefficient

for length of residence is sign/fie-ant = .31). There are mixed results

for H3a. Both electronic mass and quasi-mass are significant predictors,

with electronic a negative predictor (-0 -.30) and quasi-mass an tqually

strong positive predictor (.1a - .30), but print mass use is nonsignificant
4

(4 - .14). For electronic ansiquasi-madi use the null. hypothesis .for H3a

is rejected. It is not for print use.

37
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Predictor of Media Use

Education is a significant predictor of all types of media usein the

model: electronic (y - .28), print (y - .51) and quasi-mass (y .54). The

null hypotheses are rejected for H5a and H5b.

Other Results

'Besides tests of hypotheses there are other results that need to be

explored.

Only one f the indicators of any type of media use is nonsignificant,

and it is by far the weakest indicator: TV exposure (y - .04). This

indicator is_almost all error (e 1 .99) suggesting that it is relatively

useless as an indicator of electronic mass use.

/

Length of residence was allowed to predict the political activity

Variables along with education even though there was no hypothesized cause c.

for residence. Interestingly, both variables were significant predictors of

voting, but both were also nonsignificant predictors of political partici-

pation.

Examination ce the correlations of the residuals (Ps) reveals that

correlated error between the two political behavior variables is nonsignifi-.

cant, with most of the variance in political participation and virtually

all in voting (given measurement error) is explained by the model, this

.itugtesta. that indeed we hie tapped indepentiene theoretical constructs of

political activity. This supports the theoretical notion that voting - -a

privqte mass cultural phenomenon --is different than other types/of political

activity ttlat involve public action and more interpersonal commitment.

The covariance of errors between elecyonic lass and print mass is

significant. So is that between print mass and quasi-mass, While that

between electronic mass and quasi-mass is not. This indicates that there

gP4
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may be some underlying, untapped relation between print and electronic and,

between print and quasi-mass. This underlying relation is not the same,*

across all three since the correlated error between electroniC and quasi-mass

is nonsignificant. Perhaps the relation is the "massness" between print and, -

electronic and the "printness" between print and quasi-mass.(all three quasi-

mass indicators are print oriented). It would be interdpstAng to tee if errors
sit

would correlate had quasi-mass included several electronic media.'

One must also note the large measurement errors associated with the

indicators of media use, especially electronic. the larger measurement errors

may be associated with the relative precision *the measures. Remember

that the coefficients are measures of reliability (Acock and Scott, 1980;

Allen, 1981), and that measures with higher precision are generally accorded

? ldwer reliability estimates (Woelfel and Fink, 1980, p. 91). The electronic

and print measurement indicators were measured in minutes or, in numbers seen

or read while church bulletin and newsletter use were measured as simply did

or did not. The more precise measures, to some extent, are accorded lower

reliability, i.e., lower coefficients, in the model.

Indirect Effects

Indirect effects are calculated by multiplying-the standardized

coefficients for the paths of'interest (Acock and Scott, 1980, p. 69). Most

of the indirect effects are negligible, providing coefficients less than .07.

However, a few of the paths draw our interest. These are all indirect effects

of education on political activity through media .se.-

The indirect effect of education on voting is as strong as its direct

effect. Through print mass use it i$ .19 (.51 x .37.= .19) through qulesi-

mass it is also .19 (.54 x .36)., However', the indirect effect through
4

electronic mass use is now negative (.28 x -.75= -.21). Overall, then,

39
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!

education is a positive cause of voting even when mediated through print and

quasi-mass use. But it can rebound to a negative effect if mediated thrOugh

electronic mass media.-

- .

While there was no direct effect of education on political participa-

tion, there was an indirect effect through print and quasi-mass media (.51 x

.32 = .16 through peidt use; .54 x..40 = .22 through quasioass use).

Community Integration

DISCUSSION,

I

As an'indieator of how muoh one was involved in the community,: community

ation was hypothesized to be a/lirect cause of bothtypes of political

activity. It turned out to be only a significant predictor of political

participation.

If one treats political participation as requiring'mort social inter-

action, as we did in the theoretical development, then it follows that
A

community integration. ought to be a better predictor of political participa-__

tion than it is oevoting. 'his is what the results support.

This tentatively supports the notion that social phenomena requiring'

more personal interaction, are better predicted by variables that allow for

such social interaction. This generalization is discussed, below, where the

general role of media is explored.

Mass Media

In this study print mass use was the positive predictor of both types

of political activity, while electronic mass use wasa negative predictor Of

voting and nonsignifidant as a predictor of political participation. Only

print mass use supports the positive effect of mass use on political activity.
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'But this doet not mean that the original theoretical notion is incotrect.

Remember that manTiof the Idles ot the relation of-media use to political

activity used a different meAsure dY media use than did the present study.

ReMeml,er alto that.thequestion of whiCh was a cause of political behavior,-

-exposure or purpose, was resolved tentatively.on the basis A two studies

- only one of which was a caul analysis.

How 4o4i one reconcile th difference between previous studies and the

results' of the present study? How does mass media use--even TV use--produce

a positive effect on political activity ip
^s%.

in this study? On the surface it would seet
MA '

e study and a negative effect

simply that the,difference is

related to themeasure bne uses foi media use. But this is simplistic, and

does not offer a synthesis of the twa results that one might apply as a

single construct iefuture research. In order to find a way to explain

.these differences we'must explore what could be different about exposure
, -

to elect is medilren compared to the print media.

t
One. vibes difference is that the electronic media.used in the-present

study may e considered more enterttinment oriented while the alinted press,,

anil.Mogaiin4s are news and information oriented. hisuight lead us to con- .
.

t it is the'use made of a medium that detnes its effect on
'v .

spoliticaractivity.- Conway, et al. (1981) found mass use was a positive

'LP'
I

pre4tor of political soEialitation. Conway, et al. did a path analysis

that included reciprocal paths between media use and political knowledge.

+ N

;They found that both paths were ,sign ficant predictors of'politicakpartici-,

pation. -This study,'then, supports the few other ptudies that show that,to

a treat extent political commitment leads to specAlc uses of media rather'

than specific uses being the major cause of political behavior. Keep in mind

I.

also that in the present study the measure for print was the same as for

electrotlic: exposure. The difference was discovered even though the intent
M

for
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%I of use was not incorporated into the measure. But content can still be an

important factor if intended-use is not the relevant factor, but instead

incidental learning through simply being'exposed to a 'medium underlies the

effect.

.

McPhee (1963) notes the existence of "natural learning" frdi mere
. .

exposure. He described a vst of learning announcers'.nameepfrom exposure

to a-radi It would take nearly forty exposures for the majorityiii

of t e population toknow all the names. So in terms of incidental acquisitidn

o attitude or information, exposure is a major comppnent and-should not be
.

ignored.

The results for mass electronic and print use suggest that exposure is

a useful explanatory component, but that the content difference of various

media may lead to different effects. These effects would not be realized

without exposure, and incremental exposure would hive incremental effects

(not necessarily linear),

This leads to a theoretical position'that is somewhat different than

positing either-exposure as the only relevant measure or intended use as

- the otai relevant measure. The relevant measure would include eliements of

both exposure and content`. But to say that print has only one content

orientation would be misleading. -' This study used print variables that are
, .

,

generally thought of as information oriented, newspapers and magazines.

... Other mass print media, comic-books or myspry novel!, mat not have the

same orie Lion and may not produce the sate effects on political activity.

\ Likewise, the electronic media considered in this study were entertainment

oriented, bpt the same effect may not have been produced had the electronic

'medium been teletext.

es media then are still to be considered causes of political activity,

but the positive or negative effect4is determined by the informational nature

1
42
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of the medium rather than
.,
the use to which the medium is put. From a measure-

meat perspective, media use should be an amaigamation of a content component

and an exposure compOnent. 'There are still other perspectives on the factors

underlying the effects of media use. These will be considered along with the

. .4

general roles of the different types df media use after dieaustArother

predictors of political activity and predictors'of community integration.

Quasi-mass Media

The posited effects of quasi-masumedia use on political-5activity were

based on the more personal nature of quasi-mass media use, i.e., since quasi-
..

mass allows more personal interaction it should be more usehil for the type

of political activity requiring more personal involvement. While this notion

was supported for political partitipation, quasi-mass also proved to'be a

strong positive predictor of voting, lmost as strong as print mass use.

If all-types of political activ y are considered social phenomena then

these results support-the theoretical notion that use of.quasi-mass media

enhances social interaction and thtis encourages political activity. Notice
Ole

that this differs from the reason print mass use had a positive effect. For

the mass media the pOsitive effect may be from the information acquired due

to exposure to the media whereas for quasi-mass media is from increased

social interaction.

The relative Usefulnesi of mass versus quasi-mass dedia use for each of

'the two types of political activity helps make the distinction between the

`N.-reasons for effects from the two typei of media use more clear.

Mass vs. Quasi-mass Effects

Mass use was originally hypothesized to be a stronger predictor of voting

than quasi -mass while the opposite was proposed for pOliticakparticipation.
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This wairbased on theoretical differences in the nature of these media. Mass

media were sees as more distant, less interactive, and, therefore, more use-

ful for the type of,golitical activity requiring the least social interaction:

voting. Quasi-mass, howiver, offers more interaction and is more useful for

--4-----
politital participation.

While the results.are mixed because of the difference in effects by

electronic mass and print mass and,the closeness of the coefficients for

print mass and quasi=iiss, taked as a whole the results support the,posited

differences in effects of mass and quasi-mass media use. Even though

lillinegative, leltctronic mass use w al e strongest predictor of voting, and

print use.had a slightly higher coefficient than quasi-mass. Forpolitic91

Participation quasi-mass had the highest coefficient, clearly larger than

elecitonic mass which was nonsignificant, and Slightly larger than the print

mass coefficient.
.4

These results fit the genrel-theorptical notion, noted above,
Ald

votingis a priate,,mass phe n, requiring little personal.commitment

while political paqicipatiag requis some public disp'ay of one's political

beliefs. Predictorsof these politiesl activities should correspond to
..0 i ... .. '.

the personal commit44 requiCedents of these activities,-i.e.,^stronger
. . ,

predictors of voting Sioula be those involvin less personal interaction
. '''0 .

4

while predictors of pdlitikal participation should offer more'opportunitids.

.

'for such interaction ch was4WOIS case in$is study: the mass use

variables- -those with ss'interactionopportunities--iere better predicy
j1.

.

, . , .._ , .

.. . ...

of votisg; axd qua4 -mass --

1

ian ndicator-of.more personal involvement --was

a i.etter'preaictor of poiitical participation.

Education.

The gineralization made by Kraus and Davis (1976) that education was

the only consistent demographic predictor of political activity was taken
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as the theoretical perspective of this study. The results showed that

indeed education was'a significant cause of voting. But other results con-

found the strict limitation of education as the only predictor or as a pre-

dictor of all political activity.

Education was not the only significant demographic, predictor of voting.

Length of residence wairseLtignificait and stronger cause of voting. Notice

0
that the relation between educarion'add,length of residence is significant

although negative. There is obviously _a lot of covariation between these

two variables- This might be explained-through a third component.

Remember that in predicting community'integration we selected residence

over age which also had beets shown to be a strong predictor of community

'integration. Perhaps for purposes of a piocess model age ought to be

included. This might help explain Variance in both education and length of

N.
residence. Still length of_residence cannot be ruled out as a cause of

political activity. It just never appeared in previous literature because

the researchers concentrated oh traditional measures of socio- economic

status: age, education, income and occupation. The least that is suggested

12
here is that other demographic predictors should be explored, as possible

causes of political activity.

But education still hatan effect on political participation even

though its direct effect is nonsignificant. It has an indirect effect on

political participation through media use. The indirect effect through

quasi-mass media was stronger than the direct effect of education on voting.

Further, the indirect effect of education on voting was stranger than its

direct effect. This underscores the importance of including media use in

a model of demographic effects of political activity.

4
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Causes of Community Integration

1

Although it was hypothesized that length of residence would be a

/-d rect omat of community integration--which it turned out to be --the
/

. it'
primary interest alias in low different types of media use would affect

community integration. Froisthe ilea that communities are social systems

comes the theoretics? notion that those media thatLallowfor more social

interaction would possess the greatest potential to be useful community

communication channels. Indeed, it was also dithred that the intro-

duction of mess media into a community can actually reduce feelings of

belonging. The res ults for this part of the model show the clearest

distinction among media types. Quasi-mass was the only significant positive

predictor. Electronic mast use was also a significant predjctor but it was

negative. Print use was nonsignificant. This fits with the proposition

that the mass media would be negathwe-predictors because they would engender

less trust is the local community. Vidich sad Bensmeh's (1977). explanation

of the mechanism for causing this lack of trust is that the. mass media are

imported. If the local -extralooal nature of the medium is a decisive factor

it can help explain the results. Electronic media should cause the least

trust since they are the least likely to be locilly originated--movies and

network TV programs, for example,,are imported; print mass should be some-

'where in the middle since some, newspapers, oPigi____Tuite/ locally while others,

magazines, come from outs(da the community; and quasi-mass should engender

c4e most trust since church bulletins and many newsletteri originate locally,

and since all three indicatois pf quasi-sass are open to input from members

of the local community.

There is little to change in the theoretical notions about the effects

of media use on community integrition. However, one should note that

electronic mass is a'stronger negative predictor while print mass just has
v-

4G'
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mo effect. This might be explained if we examine the general role of media

in predicting social phenomena and the further perspectives one might have

for measuring media use.

Future Research

Research op the effects of community integration or media use on
.

6
political activity should keep in mind the results of this study, First,

future research should treat effects on political activity as a social

process. The study of the relation of mass media use to voting, for example,

should not be-tbierved in a vacs, but in relation to other variables such

as those that have shown themselves to be useful in this study; quasi-mass

use, community integration and education. Second, the results of this study

shquld not be considered limiting but should suggest avenues of exploration.

Though th s udy used exposure as the basis of measurement of media use, it

does not rule o other factors as bases of measurement. Interpersonal media

should be included in Suture studies to explore the full range of media use.

The miltidimensional nature of the media use.variables should be incorporated

into their measure. Of course, other indicatots of the theoretical variables

should be examinedthis study limited itself to print quasi-mass media.

Community integration can be measured in other ways (such as: Doolittle

and MacDonald 1978) and with other structural predictors.

Altraib\zot directly tested the present study, effects of new

4

communication technologies canbe inferred froM the results. Moat of the

new communication technologies arise from a need for more specializedmedia'

or in-and-of-themselves are narrower (as opposed td mass) uses of traditional

mass media. For example, cable teIeirision offers the opportunity for more

specialized, more local, more interactive channels than does traditional

broadcast television. ff these media fall into the quasi-mass part of the
,

--/
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communication continuum then One, would expect their effects to be similar to

those found for the quasi-mass media in this study,'i.e., they would be more

useful for promoting community integration and social or politital activity

that involves more personal interaction. As these new technologies become

more widespread and as access, to them increases, future research should assess

the effects of these new media upon political activity along with the traditional

assessment of mass media effects.

A complete model of political activity needs to branch out beyond voting

and voting-related activities. Political activity such as protest and revolu-
1

tion has been linked to differing uses of various types of media (See Reagan,
r

1981). A complete model would include the full range of political activity.

Of course, a major drawback of this study, and of social science research

in general, is large measurement error. Thisis especially true of the media

use indicators in ,the'present study. More preCise measures are generally

considered desirable, but greater precision may alter the relations in this

model 'by actually increasing the estimates of error since the model operates

as if the coefficients of the indicators are reliability estimates (Acock and

Scutt, 1980; Allen, 1980. The problem (4countered between reliability and

precision is discussed by Woeilel _dad Fink (1980, p. 91).

Conclusions

The Model as Process

While it is intriguing to look for simple relations between a few

variables--for example, io.try to predict voting behavior on the basis of

mass media use-4iemakes more sense to look at a host of social indicators

that can lead to a host of behaviors. McLeod and O'Keefe (1972) argue that

(1)94.r-oiling for social variables, as occurs in experimeilial manipulations

to test for communication effects on attitudes, artificially creates a

. 48
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situation that inflates the importance of Ille,obsered 74iables relative to

other possible causes. They propose that communication studies take place .in

the "rear(world, affected by thepresence of other intervening and coactive

variables (as do McPhee, 1963; and Chaffee, 1972).

This study has attempted, to some extent, to reflect that "real" world

by allowing the process of communication effects to take place in a model

thkt allows such coaLion and that takes into account other pospible causes.
444

The importance of doing this can he seen specifically in the change in impor-

tance of the relation between community integration and voting. The correla-

tion matrix (Table 4) shows that the highest correlation is between sense of

community and voting. Yet when the LISREL analysis is performed the

coefficieht between community integration and voting is nonsignificant. When

other effects are taken into considerations ai well as measurement error,

Moat appeared to be a cleat relation has proven spurious.

Likewise, education appears from the correlation matrix to be an

especially strong predictor of political participation with a correlation

of .266. Yet the analysis shows a nonsignificant coefficient between

, -

education and political participation. But this does not mean%that education

has no effect on political participation since there is an indirect effect

througt-int mass media use and quasi-mass use.

These two examples illustrate the importance of specifying a priocess

model of communication effects. -It helps us understand social science

variables within a field of interrelated social phenomena.

..0
.The Importance of Quasi-mass Media

This study demonstrate& the importance for communication research to

include the study of quasi:mass media on its research agenda. Quasi-mass.

is a useful predictor of community integration end political activity. .

0

4 ,

.44's
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Menzel (1971) stated ten years ago that quasi-mass was a neglected area. It

remains so today.
. 1

As new technologies reshape the nature of our communication media,

transforming older broadcast television into specialized entertainment

channels along side local access channels and home computer networks, and

as we see expanded access to the inexpensive uses of print media--posters,

flyers, newsletters --for political party use, local neighborhood association

bulletins and political activist handouts, one cannot ignore the possible

impact this may have on our political artna.

5 0
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APPENDIX

LISREL MATRIX SPECIFICATIONS

In the following matrixes coefficients marked with a zero or a

superscript "a7 are filed values. Other values indicate free parameters.;

These values are the start values for the'LISREL analysis.

Ax

9
e

e6

B

1.0
a

811 0

0 1.0a
0 .538

0 1.691
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

[1.0a 0
0 1.0

diag. [833

.410a

zero

1-.0
a

0

0 1.0
a

0 0

.494 -.212
1.537-1.366-.096
-.064 -.117

0 0 0

-0 0 0-0
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1.0a q
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Table d. List of parameters and their meanings fOr Figure 3

Parameter Meaning

1

Y

X

-8

MIlasure of dependent variable

Measure of independent variable

Residual of dependent measure

Residual df independent measure

Unobserved dependent variable (endogenous)

Unobserved independent variable (exogenous)

Coefficient of interrelation of endogenous with
eXogentits variables

Coefficient of interrelation of two endogenous
variables4

Residual'of endogenous variable`

0 Covariance of two exogenous variables

Covariance of residuals of two endogenous variables

Coefficient of measure of unobserved variable
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Table 2..--Parameters and theoretical and measurement variables for
modal in Figure 3

Theoreticaldel

Parameter Variabie

Measurement Model

Parameter Variable

1

E
2

n
2

n
3

n
4

n
5

n
6

EXOGENOUS:

Education

Length of residence

ENDOGENOUS:"

Electronic mass media
use

Y1

2

T3
or

Print mass media use Y4

Quasi-mass media use

Community integration

Voting behavior

Political perticipation

Y5

Y

Y
7

8

Y
9

Y
10

711

Y
12

Formal education

Years living in
`community

Radio exposure

TV exposure

-Movie use

Daily/Sunday nepaper
exposure

Weekly newspaper
exposure

Magazine use

Trade/professional
journal exposure

Ndwsletter use

Church bulletin use

Sense of Community
Scale

3-item voting index

'4-item index
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. r . z

Table 3.- -Means and standard deviations for variables used in the
measurement model

t

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

Years living in 19.82 18.41

TV exposure (minut per week) 1272.62 1111...39

Radio exposure (minutes per
week)

984.89 13/9:89

Daily/Sunday newspaper use
(minutes per week)

220.53 239.70

Weekly newspaper use (minutes 13.05 29.13
Oer week)

Movie use (number per month) .69 1.47

Book use (number read per month) 2.59t 6.80

Trade/Professional journal "use,
(minutes per week)

29.9q 99.35

CB' radio use (hours per week) 1.34 21.84

Sense of Community Scale 27.06 4.28

Voting index 1.78 1.28

Political participation index .63 1.01

Education 4.20 1.55

Newsletter use .40' .50

Church bulletin use .57 .50

*
Imodo,use; 0 -do riot

I



Table4. --Correlation matrix of measurement model variables in Figure 3 (decimel points omitted)

1. Radio exposure 1000

2. TV epusdre 017 1000

3tuNbvie use 144 -051 1000

4. Daily/Sunday newspaper
exposure

-002 098 '4)52 1000

5. Weekly newspaper exposure 001 006 -027 068 1000

6. Magazine use 076 043 123 170 115 1000

7. Tradetprofeesienal journal
exposure

080 -079 052 046 045 144 1000

8. Newsletter use 028 003 033 090 050 180 180 1000

9. Church bulletin use 5033 -036 -089 130 060 114 114 146 1000

10. Sense of Community Scale -059 -076 -078 102 116 086 086 113 178 1000

11..Voting index -183 -051 -158 232 150 183 183 188 ,245 316 1000

12. Political participation index 053 -014 054 104 106 231 154 220 079 146 216 1000

13. Education 059 -077 173 115 022 339 260 270 087 035 225 266 1000

14. Years resident 129 017 -219 146 054 -033 -064 -018 163 ,231 -285 -043 -206 loop

1. 2. 3. 4. 51 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12`. 13. 14.
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Table 54. -- LISREL estimates for measurement model in 4:e 3

(t-values in parentheses)

Cotfficient Unstandardized Standardized Residual Variance

A

A
2

A

3

A
4

A
5

A
6

A
7

A
8

A
9

A
10

A
11

AA
12

A
13

A
14

'

4

1.00a

1.0ea

1.00a

.08(1.12)

.72(8.11)
*

1.00a

.65(5.13)
*

2.18(7.89)*

140a

1.10(10.8i)
*

.66(8.00)
*

. 77a

.85a

.58a

1.00

1.00

.43
.

.04

.31

.29

.19

.62

.4Z4

.47

.28

.76

.84

.58

-

6
1

6
2i

e
1

e
2

e
3

e
4

e
5

.-

e
6

e
7

e
8

e
9

e
10

e
11

e
12

a

0.00a

0.00a

.82(19.92)
*

.99(30.26*

.91(26.58)
*

.92(28.30)

.974(9746)*

.62(12.12)*

.82(25.06)
*

*
.78(23.31)

.92(28.46)*

.41a

.28A

.66a
e

a
Coefficient fixed by program, t-values not appropriate

rK.05

X2497.79; df -60; p<.05

2

voting

R
2

political participation
-.59

6'



Table 6.- LISRFI, estimates for the theoretical model inTigure 3
(t- values in parentheses)

Coefficient

X2121

Y -

1

Y
2

Y3,

Y
4

Y'

Y
6

Y
7

Y
8

-s
41

-8
51

-B
61

4
42

-8
52

-8
62

-8
43.,

*.g.W

53

-0
63

43
54

-0
64

Unstandardized Standaglized Residual Variance

-.21(-9.39) **
-.21

..

C .92(4.73)
1

*
.12(6.09) , .29 C

2
.74(4.51)*

* *
.14(7.77) .51 C

3

.71(6.04}

*

.70(1-0.58)*.23(11.67) .54 e4
*

.19(3.29) .19 C
6

.08(0.69)

.41(4.36)*.02(0:22) .02 ;
6

*
.31(10.60) .31

.35(10.27)* .40 *
21

.16(2.35)
*

-.08(-1.83) -.08 *
31

-.01(-0.16)

*

32
.35(5.13)

-.80(-3.78)
*

-.34 * .094.34)
65

-1.78(-4.29)* ,=,-..76

.30(1.17) .13

1 .49(1.44) .14

*
1.27(2.69) .37 ._

1.12(2.50)* .32
,

.71(1.25)* .30

.84(2.80)* .36

.95(2.96)* .40 ,
e.

. -.03(-0.35Y -.03.

.19(2.45)
*

.19

*pS.05
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